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Updated and redesigned, Rand McNally's Signature World wall map features eye-catching bold and

vivid colors that make this the perfect reference piece sure to stand out in any home, classroom or

office. The precise detail and digital accuracy shows color-matching relief and other physical

features without sacrificing the maps readability. Printed on high quality paper. World Features:Map

centered on Africa allowing viewers to see continents complete and intactClearly labeled country

and city names for easy locationLatitude and longitude indicationsFolded MapProduct dimension:

50" x 32"

Map

Publisher: Rand McNally; Fol Map edition (May 1, 2015)
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Great map and quality. Only wish the item was shipped rolled, not folded.

I ordered it to put up in my bedroom and put pins where I've visited, and it's perfect!! It's very big

and catches attention and has all the major cities and everything. Perfect if you want a modern

looking map (not vintage). Good quality and arrived quickly! The creases will stay for awhile but that

is expected.

What I didn't like about this map that some country names are cut out, like Moldova on this map is

"Mol.", and it applies to a lot of countries on this map, previous version was better because it had full

country names.I understand that they made fonts bigger and bold, but kids can't know what country

to look now.



the paper quality is much better than expected. I am pretty pleased with it, my son and I love to

explore different places on it. Only negative side, they have shorten some of the place names in US

which makes it little confusing and less fun

This is a fantastic map of the world! The colors look fantastic, and it is very large so you can see

each of the countries. Do note that it comes folded up when it arrives, so mine currently has square

creases in it. I think this will flatten out over time. I still really love it and am hanging it in my

apartment.

The map itself is great: cheap, and exactly what I was looking for. I would just note that it is sent flat

and folded, and so you should fully expect there to be a lot of stubborn creases in the map, which

may not be ideal for many people. Personally, I was fine with it given the value.

This is a really good map. I am terrible with geography, always have been and thought I would try to

familiarize myself with the placement of places! (countries) It's just big enough to read clearly and

goes up on the wall quick. What more could you ask for in a world map?

I bought this for my wall to do the whole pins where I've been thing. It's totally perfect! I was

expecting a thin, papery map but it is thicker than that. It is large and despite coming folded looks

seamless once it is on the wall. I put it over a cork board and began placing the pins on it, very

happy!
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